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How to ultilize BERT for language generation

Distilling Knowledge Learned in BERT for Text Generation
ACL(2020)

BART: Denoising Sequence-to-Sequence Pre-training for
Natural Language Generation, Translation, and Comprehension
(ACL2020)
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Distilling Knowledge Learned in BERT for Text Generation

BERT is learned with a generative objective via Masked Language
Modeling (MLM).

This training objective should have learned essential, bidirectional,
contextual knowledge that can help enhance text generation.

However, MLM objective is not auto-regressive.
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Finetune BERT with Conditional MLM

The input is a sequence pair (X,Y), 15% of the tokens are randomly
masked. The trained BERT model aims to estimate the joint
probability:
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Conditional-MLM allows further finetuning of pre-trained BERT on
target dataset. We randomly masks 15% of the tokens only in Y , then
train the network to model the joint probability:
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Knowledge Distillation for Generation

The distribution for a given word  contains

information from both backward and forward contexts, which is a
desirable benefit for providing sequence-level global guidance.
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Knowledge Distillation for Generation

BERT as Teacher & Seq2Seq as Student:

L (θ) =bidi − [P (y =
w∈ν

∑ ϕ t w∣Y ,X) ⋅u logP (y =θ t w∣y ,X)]1:t−1

 is the soft target estimated by the finetuned BERT with

learned parameters  (fixed).

To further improve the Seq2Seq student model, hard-assigned
labels are also utilized. The final objective:

L(θ) = αL (θ) +bidi (1 − α)L (θ)xe
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Knowledge Distillation for Generation
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Experiments

Machine Translation:

IWSLT15 English-Vietnamese

IWSLT14 German-English

WMT14 English-German

Abstractive Summarization

Gigaword summarization dataset
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Results on Machine Translation
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Results on Abstractive Summarization
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Ablation Study

BERT_sm: use a smaller BERT (6 layers) for C-MLM finetuning

BERT_l2r: use the full BERT model but finetune it using left-to-
right LM
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Qualitative Examples
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Conclusion

utilize a pretrained model to improve text generation without
explicit parameter sharing, feature extraction, or augmenting with
auxiliary tasks.

distillation approach indirectly influences the text generation
model by providing soft-label distributions only, hence is model-
agnostic.

How to extend the Conditional MLM to multimodal input such as
image captioning?
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BART: Denoising Sequence-to-Sequence Pre-training for Natural
Language Generation, Translation, and Comprehension

BART is a denoising autoencoder built with a sequence-to-
sequence model which combines the power of BERT (due to the
bidirectional encoder), GPT (with the left-to-right decoder).

BART is particularly effective when fine tuned for text generation
but also works well for comprehension tasks.
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How does it work

pre-training is a sequence of repeated steps:

Apply a noising function to the text

The language model attempts to reconstruct the text

Then calculate the loss function (typically cross entropy over the
original text) and then back-propagate the gradients and update
the model’s weights.

decoupling language models and the functions with which the
text are corrupted is useful to compare different pre-training
techniques

“

“
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BERT, GPT and BART
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Pre-training BART

BART is trained by corrupting documents and then optimizing a
reconstruction loss.

several previously proposed and novel transformations:
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Pre-training BART

Token Masking: random tokens are sampled and replaced with
[MASK]

Token Deletion: similar to masking but the sampled tokens are
deleted and the model has to add a new token in their place.

Token Infilling: a number of text spans, i.e. contiguous group
tokens, are sampled, and then they are replaced by the [MASK]
token.

Sentence Permutation: random shuffling of the document’s
sentences.
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Pre-training BART

Document Rotation: a token is chosen randomly to be the start of
the document, the section before the starting token is appended at
the end.
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Fine-tuning BART

Sequence Classification Tasks

Final hidden state of the final decoder token is fed into new
multi-class linear classifier

Token Classification Tasks

Top hidden state of the decoder is used as a representation for
each word.

Sequence Generation Tasks

Because BART has an autoregressive decoder, it can be directly
fine tuned for sequence generation tasks.
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Fine-tuning BART

Machine Translation

Add a new set of encoder parameters that are learned from
bitext
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Comparing Pre-training Objectives

Autoregressive, left to right, LM (GPT-2)

Masked LM (BERT) replace 15% of the token with the [MASK]
token and predict the corresponding words.

Permuted LM (XLNet) left to right, autoregressive LM training but
with the order of the words to predict chosen at random.

Multitask Masked LM (UniLM) combination of right-to-left, left-
to-right and bidirectionality. ⅓ of the time using each with shared
parameters.

Masked Seq2Seq (MASS) masking a span containing 50% of the
tokens and train to predict the masked tokens.
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Results
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Results

Several trends are clear:

Token masking is crucial

Left-to-right pre-training improves generation

Bidirectional encoders are crucial for QA
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Large-scale Pre-training Experiments

downstream performance can dramatically improve when pre-
training is scaled to large batch sizes and corpora.

pretrain a large model with 12 layers in each of the encoder and
decoder, and a hidden size of 1024.

use a batch size of 8000, and train the model for 500000 steps

use the same pre-training data as BERT consisting of 160Gb of
news, books, stories, and web text.
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Discriminative Tasks
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Generation Tasks

Summarization

Dialogue
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Generation Tasks

Abstractive QA
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Translation
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Qualitative Examples
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Conclusion

Pre-training techniques can be viewed as corrupting text with an
arbitrary noising function while the Language Model is tasked with
denoising it.

Performance of pre-training methods varies significantly across
tasks.

Explore new methods for corrupting documents for pre-training,
perhaps tailoring them to specific end tasks.
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